The Formula for a Successful Village Video
1. Have You Planned Your Movie?
Think about why you’re making your movie and what you want to
say or convey. Can you summarize your idea in a tweet size (180
characters or less)? If not, you need to work on it more. Make a
storyboard (yes, they have apps for that!) and photo/video shot
list, or you can write a short script.

2. How about that Title or Intro?
Did it get off to a great start? For viewer retention we need some
excitement or anticipation right out of the gate. Is this going to be
fun to watch? Most viewers can tell in the first 30-seconds!

3. Does your Movie have all short video clips and still
photos?
About 15-seconds maximum for your video clips (attention span!) is
enough and your stills (use the Ken Burns moving effects) can be 5
to 15 seconds depending on your emphasis areas. Avoid video
flyovers like pandemic super spreader events – viewers will click
away from your video.

4. Are the video clips steady and/or smooth?
If they’re shaky, re-shoot them with a stabilized camera. See my
column #14 from June 9, 2021.

5. Can we see lots of detail?
Is there time to look at each scene? Is everything we want to be
seen in focus?

6. Is each video clip or photo pleasantly composed?
Lighting, angles, rule of thirds, diagonals, leading lines, framing,
depth or layering – does it have any of those?

7. Are all the photos and video clips in a 16x9 aspect ratio
(no black bars)?
This is not hard – you can do it!

8. Do the scenes take us down into the village (or are we
watching detached from above)?

We want to be mostly down at street level inside the village (don’t
you?), feeling the stories started by its inhabitants, involved, and
participating.

9. Does the music create a feeling, an emotion? Do some
scenes follow the music?
Music is the most powerful emotional tool you have. It’s as
important as anything you can choose to place in your video. You
might want to start your video scene planning based on your music
selection(s).

10. Do the transitions between scenes, and panning and
zooming within each scene seem natural?
If you hardly notice how the movie goes from scene to scene, from
video clip to photo, or photo to photo, then your video effects don’t
detract from your village video. There are occasions where a more
abrupt change or motion is warranted in the script.

11. Is there something never seen before?
Okay, this is hard! Originality is a bonus. If you want to stand out,
you will need at least one really good idea. It’s okay if the audience
doesn’t “get it.” It’s your video. You’ll get points for trying!

Originality is any number of things. It’s hard to know what viewers
will respond to, what hits the “sweet spot.” If this was easy,
everybody would be doing it.

2021 is going to be an exciting year for Christmas village videos.
For starters, TheBigCrabCake has answered his commenters that he
was going to produce a new video in each of the last two years and
there was nothing. I believe he’s way overdue.
The muse pammyj100 sat out the last two years after losing her
mother and having medical issues. I know for a fact that she’s
already working on a new village this year. I can’t wait!
Steve F from New Zealand produces a video every two years now,
and this is his year!
Scott Massey, who is very creative, produces a video every two
years for Tina’s Christmas Village. He missed last year so I’m
hopeful we’ll see him in 2021.
Mogas98 is working on his 2021 display. Kathy Riley-Cuglietta is
also overdue. Polly Daugherty missed last year, so I expect to see
her inventive video this year. Prepare to be entertained!
Watch also for perennial village videos that wow you from Mark
Frendo, WinterPep, Dutch Mini Landscapes, and Madison Sebastian
(Madastiville).
Be sure to check out all the other topnotch and timely columns on
TheVillageCollector.com – “Just So You Know (JSYK)” by David
Spears, Larry Treadwell, Brian Vaill’s “The Train Station,” Thea
Heyink’s “The Creation Station,” “Phil & Sue’s Village” (from

England!), and “Coach is Here” by webmaster Bill Channell. Please
keep visiting the Village Videos page and watch, watch, watch.
There is a new batch of village videos on the 15th of each month.
So many ideas, so little time… and not enough money.

In my next column in The Village Collector, we’ll cover the Ken
Burns Effect, adding interesting motion to still photos. I’ll try to do
better next time.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. You
can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com, 419 Washington
Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.
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